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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Let R be a ring with unit&(R) the corresponding category of left R-modules. 
An idempotent kernel functor o or-M(R) is said to be symmetric if the defining 
filter T(o) has a basis consisting of ideals of R. Such a symmetric kernel functor u 
is completely characterized by a subset C(o) of Spec R, where C(a) consists of the 
ideals of R which are maximal amongst ideals of R which are not in T(u), cf. 151. 
The ring of quotients QJR) with respect o the torsion theory u may be looked 
upon as being the direct limit of the directed system {HomR (A, R), pAB, B C A, 
B E T(u)) where PAB: HomR (A, R) -+ HomR (B, R) is given by pm(/) =flB where 
fE HomR (A, R), A 3 B E T(u). 
The functor Q, is always left exact in M(R) and it is well known, cf. [2], that 
in case R is a left Noetherian ring, the right exactness of Qa is equivalent o 
Goldman’s property (T) for CT. If an idempotent u has property (T) then we say that 
u is a T-functor. Let &: R + Q,(R) be the canonical ring homomorphism. If B is a 
left ideal of Q0 (R) then the restriction B” of B is defined to be the left ideal i,‘(B) 
of R. On the other hand, if A is a left ideal of R then the extension Ae is defined to 
be the left ideal of Q, (R) generated by i,(A). Recall from [4] that if u is a T- 
functor then we have that Be = B for every left ideal B of Q0 (R), while MC = A, 
= {X E R, & C A for some CE T(u)} for every left ideal A of R. 
It is now natural to ask under what condition on u or on R, does an ideal A of 
R extend to an ideal Ae of Q, (R)? This is the main subject of this paper. Let R and 
R’ be rings with unit and let u, r be symmetric kernel functors on M(R) and M(R’) 
respectively . 
In section 2 we study, in some special cases, whether a ring homomorphism 
f: R + R’ extends to a ring homomorphism Q,(R) -+ QT(R’). In particular we study 
the case, R = R’ and r > u, i.e. T(r) 3 T(u), and the case u = r andf: R -+ R’ sur- 
jective. This finally leads to a necessary and sufficient condition for an ideal A of R, 
which is not in T(u), to extend to an ideal of Q, (R), and the condition is given in 
terms of the topology T(u). We find that A extends to an ideal of Q,(R) if and only 
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if, for every C E T(a) there is a C’ E T(o) such that C’A C AC. This condition, if 
written elementwise, resembles the left Ore condition for R with respect o some 
prime ideal of R. 
In section 3, some of the extension results apply directly to give information 
about the structure sheaf on Spec R for a left Noetherian prime ring R. The corre- 
spondence between open T-sets contained in an open T-set XA such that R is uA- 
perfect and open T-sets in Spec QA (R) = X’ turns out to be a one-to-one corre- 
spondence, in this correspondence T-sets Xc C XA such that R is aC-perfect. corre- 
spond one-to-one to T-sets X& such that QA (R) is ace-perfect. Section 3 starts off 
with a very brief summary of results and concepts temming from [4]. In the sequel, 
module stands for left module while ideal means two-sided ideal. 
2. Extension of ring homomorphisms 
Let R be a left Noetheriail ring with unit and let T > u be symmetric kernel func- 
tors on M(R), then: 
Lemma 1. 
a- Q&(R)) = ~CQ,WM~d e,tQ,W) s Q,UO 
b. The unique R-module morphism QJR) + Q,(R) extending the canonical jT: 
R + Q,(R) is a ring homomorphism. 
Proof. a. From 0 + r(R) + R + R/T(R) + 0 an exact sequence 0+ QJr(R)) + 
Q,(R) + Q, (R/r(R)) may be derived. If T(Q, (R/T(R)) = 0 then T(Q~ (R)) C 
Q, (7(R)) and, T(QJR)) = Q&(R)) is then immediate. Pick an x E r(QO(R/r(R))), 
thus Bx = 0 for some B E T(T) while Ax C R/T(R) for some A E T(u). Since A, B 
may be chosen to be ideals of R we get BA x = 0, hence Ax C T(R/~(R)) entailing 
x = 0. Moreover, R/u(R) n r(QO(R)) = T(R)/u(R) yields inclusions 
b. Since T > u and u(Q~(R)) = 0 it follows that Q,(R) is faithfully u-injectivc 
and hence the R-module structure of Q,(R) extends uniquely to give Q,(R) a 
Q,(R)-module structure, which by the uniqueness should coincide with the struc- 
ture induced by ring multiplication in Q7 (R). Let Jr be the unique R-linear map 
Q,(R)-+Q,(R)extendingj,andlet &vEQ,(R). 
We may find a CE T(u) such that Ct C R/u(R), thusJ,(C~@ = CJJ&) but also 
J,(Cgrl) = (CE)* J,(q) = C. &(q) by definition of the Q,(R)-module structure. 
Hence it follows that .I,(&) - &IT(q) E o(Q,(R)) = 0. We are left to prove that 
QO (T(R)) is an ideal of Q, (R). If x E T(Q~ (R)), h E Q,(R) then: Bx = 0 for some 
ideal B E T(r), AX C R/u(R) for some A E T(u). Hence BAA x = 0, but then 
BA E T(r) en tails that Ax E T(Q, (R)). 
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Now let R and R’ be arbitrary rings with units, letfi R + R’ be a surjective ring 
homomorphism and embed M(R’) in M(R) viaf. Let u be an idempotent kernel 
functor having property T, i.e. a Ffunctor, on M(R), and suppose that R and R’ 
are u-torsion free R-modules. Localization techniques equip Q, (R’) with an R-mod- 
ule structure but this structure is not necessarily defined via/‘. i.e. the canonical R- 
linear R’ -+ Q,, (R’) is not necessarily an R’-linear morphism. 
Lemma 2. 7&e following statements are equivalent: 
a. me R-module structure of Q. (R’) defines an R’-module structure for Q, (R’), 
via f
b. Define u’ on M(R’) by putting T(o’) = {f(A), A E T(o)), then Q, (R’) 
s QOe (R’). 
c. l’%e unique extemion f QO (R) + Q, (R’) off is a ring homomorphism. 
Proof. Surjectivity off garantees that uv is an idempotent kernel functor and it is 
easily seen that u and u’ coincide on M(R’). Suppose a), then the R-linear i’: 
Rv4 QO(R’) is R’-linear and Q,(R’)/R’ is u- and a’-torsion. Therefore, iv extends 
uniquely to 41’: QOt(R’)c* Q,(R’) which is R-linear. On the other hand i: 
R’ + QO# (R’) extends uniquely to an RI-linear @: Q, (R’) + Qot (R’) which is R-lin- 
ear by the hypothesis a). 
Since Q0 (R’) is u’-injective it follows easily that Q0 (R’) z QOp (R’). To show that 
b) implies c) we consider the commutative diagram of R-linear maps: 
R f R’ 
s r 
Q,(R) f - Q,(R’) = QOt(Rv). 
Right-multiplication ;V - . R + Q, (R) given by g,,(r) = rq extends uniquely to 
fq: Q. 0 + e, W 
Now, fO fq (r) = fO (rq) = rfa (q) = f(r) fO (q), while on the other hand, 
ffo(‘)) f, (r) = f* (Of, (77) = f(r)f, (rl) - 
Hence fO fq coincides with ff (rllfO m R, thus they are equal, and if & rl E Q, CR), 
fO (&) = f& (t) = ff (r)lfO ([3 = &, (g)f, (q). Using property T, fa is surjectiw and 
thus the foregoing s&es that the R-module structure of Qo(Rv) is defined vial. 
Corollary. Any of the conditions in Lemma 2 implies that Ker f extends to an ideal 
Q. (Kerj) oj’ Q, (R); this again is equivalent with c). 
Remark. TCze implications a =+ b * c hold without the assumption that u has proper- 
ty T. 
Now let R be a left Noe therian prime rir:g. Let 7 > 0 be symmetric kernel functcrs, 
a being a T-functor. Let T(7t‘) be the set of extended left-ideals A”, A E T(7); t!wn 
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T(F) is obviously a filter of an idempotent kernel functor F on M(Q, (R)). With 
the above notations and conventions: 
~oposition 3. QTe(Q, (R)) z QJQ, (R)) s e,(R). 
Proof. Via R + Q,(R) we may consider Q, (R)-modules as R-modules. If 
M EM(QO (R)) then x E re (M) if and only if Aex = 0 for some Ae E T(re), if and 
only if A,x = 0, A, E T(7), if and only if x E @). Thus T and re coincide on 
M(QO (R)). The Q0 (R&module Q+ (QO (R))/Q* (R) is re-torsion, hence r-torsion as 
an R-module and there is an R-linear injective map, 
@ Q,e(Q~(R))4Q~tQ,(R)). 
Since Q$ (Q. W is re-injec tive, Q7 (Q, (R)) P-torsion free, and Q, (Qu (R))/Qre (Qa (R)) 
P-torsion, a Q0 (R)-module isomorphism Q,,Ce, (R)) s QT(Qo (R)) follows. The 
fact that it is a ring isomorphism follows easily (similar to Lemma 1 b) after verify- 
ing that QTe (QO (R)) is faithfully r-injective: let A E T(T), any R-linear 
A + Q,e(Q*(R)) extends uniquely to an R-linear Ae -+ QTe(Q,(R)) (by property T 
for o), which is also Q0 (R)-linear by o-injectivity of QTe (Q,(R)). Since Ae E T(T~), 
we extend this map to a unique QJR) + Q,,(QJR)) which restricts to 
R + QTe tQu @)h P roviding the desired R&near map extending the initial 
A + Qre (Q, (az))- 
In the sequel, R is a left Noetherian prime ring and u will always be a symmetric 
kernel functor with property T unless otherwise specified. With these conventions, 
R is said to be a-perfect if and only if every ideal A 4 T(o) extends to an ideal of 
Qa (RF 
Lemma 4. Let u be a T-functor. Let A be a left-ideal of R, then Q,(A) is maximal 
in the set of R-modules X in QO (R) which contain A and such that X/A is u-torsion. 
Proof. By prperty (7) for u and because Q0 (A)/A is u-torsion: 
Qa (RI4 g Q. We, (A) s Q, (Q, W/A) - 
Since Q. tQo W/4 is u-torsion free it follows that u (Q,(R)/A) C Q, (A)/A hence 
Iz, (AM = o(Q,(R)lA) and obviously, Q,(A) is maximal with the prescribed prop- 
erty. 
Definition. An ideal A of R is a u-ideal if for all 
CE T(U), [AC:A] E T(u), i.e., 
to every C’E T(u) there can be found a C’ E T(u) such that C’A C AC. 
Theorem 5. 7le following statements are equivalent: 
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a. A is a u-ideal of R. 
b.Ae = Q,(R)A isan ideal of Q,(R). 
Proof. property (7’) yields Q,(A) = Q,(R) A = Ae, Ae n R = A, = Aec. Consider 
A”Q&R); every x E AeQ,(R) may be written as 2’ qiaiqi with ai E A and 
qi, 4; E Qa (R). Since the sum is finite C’qi C R for all i, for some C’ E T(O). The 
u-ideal condition for A implies that there is a C” E T(o) such that C”ai C AC’ for 
all i. Finally, there is a C E T(o) such that Cqi C C” for all i and thus Cx C A. 
The foregoing lemma yields x E Q, (A) thus a) implies b). Conversely, if Ae is an 
ideal of Q0 (R), then (AC)e = AeCe = Ae implies that Ae/AC is a-torsion. Therefore 
A/AC is u-torsion and, since R is left Noetherian and u symmetric, there exists an 
ideal D E T(u) such that DA C AC. 
In [4], the sup u of a set of symmetric kernel functors {oi, i EL) has been defined 
by T(U) = {IliAi, Ai E Uj Z’(U$, the product being finite). Note that the implication 
a) * b) still holds when u is an arbitrary T-functor. 
Proposition 6. Let al and a2 be symmetric T-functors 
u2-perfect. Put u = sup {ul , a2 }; then R is u-perfect. 
uch that R is u1 -perfect and 
Proof. T(u) has a basis consisting of finite products of ideals in T(ul ) U T(u2). Let 
A be an ideal of R such that A 4 T(ul) and A 4 T(u2). Since R is ul- and u2-per- 
feet, A is a ~1’ and a,-ideal. Let Iii Ci E T(U) with Ci E T(u~) U T(u~). Then 
AC,...C, 3Ci AC2...Cn 3 . . . 3Ci...CkA 
each inclusion following from the u1 - or u2-ideal condition, thus TIi C; A CA II, Ci, 
with TIi C’; E T(u). Theorem 5, yields that Ae is an ideal of Q,(R) entailing that R 
is u-perfect. 
The u-ideal condition resembles the left Ore condition for R with respect o the 
multiplicative system G(P) = {g E R, rg E P implies Y E P} associated (A.W. Goldie) 
to a prime ideal P of R. The torsion theory up at a prime ideal P of a left Noetherian 
ring R, studied by Lambek and Michler 131, is in fact the kernel functor ~~1~ in- 
duced by an injective hull E(R/P) of the R-module R/P. The left Ore condition for 
R with respect o the prime ideal Pis equivalent to the fact that the principal eft 
ideals Rs with s E G(P) are all in T(op), then for all r E R we have that [Rs : r] inter- 
sects G(P) non-trivially, by definition of T(op), i.e., there is an s’ E G(P) such that 
s’r E Rs, hence for every r E R, s E G(P) there exist s’ E G(P), r’ E R such that 
s’r = r’s. Conversely, the left Ore condition with respect o G(P) implies that for 
every s E G(P), r E R there is an s‘ E [Rs : r] fi G(P). Thus, if R is a left Noetherian 
ring satisfying the left Ore condition with respect o G(P) then up has property (7’) 
because then every A E T(up) contains some Rs with s E G(P) and Rs E T(op) is 
moreover +projec tive. 
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In [5], Murdoch and Van Oystaeyen i troduced the symmetric kernel functor 
uR_P associated to the m-system R-P as follows: T(c+p) = {left ideals of R con- 
taining an ideal RsR with s E R-P}. This functor, having the advantage of being 
symmetric, is not a 7’-functor in general, even if the left Ore condition with respect 
to G(P) holds. The relation between u~_~ and up may be expressed as follows. If 
r is any idempotent kernel functor then T(70) = {left ideals of R containing an 
ideal of T(r)) defines the biggest symmetric kernel functor TO which is smaller than 
T and we have: 
Lemma 7. IIP is a prime ideal of a left Noe therian ring R then 0; = OR-p. 
Proof. See [5]. 
We say that R satisfies the (P, A)condition with respect o an ideal A and a prime 
ideal P if for every s E G(P) there is an s’ E G(P) such that s’A C As. From the fore- 
going remarks it follows that, if R satisfies the left Ore condition with respect o 
G(P), then A is a q-ideal of R if and only if R satisfies the (P, A)-condition. 
We conclude the following result relating extension properties of 7 and r”: 
Proposition 8. Let T be an idempotent kernel functor such that u = r” is a symmetric 
T-functor. If an ideal P E C(TO) = (ideals maximal in the complement of T(TO)) is 
such that Q7 (P) is a proper ideal of QO (R) then Pe = Q, (R)P is a proper ideal of 
Qa W 
Proof. Since T 2 u we have an inclusion Q, (R) C Q,(R). Thus I = Q,(P) n Q, (R) 
is an ideal containing Be. B y property (7) for u it follows that I = Q,(R) or Ic = P, 
since 1 4 QJP) the latter is true and I = Pe. 
Proposition 9. Let R be a left Noethe~an prime ring satisfying the left Ore condition 
with respect to G(P), for some prime ideal P of R. If u = TRIP is symmetric then: 
a. The (P? P)~ondition hotds. 
b. PC is the Jacobson radical uf Q@ (R) and Q@ (R)/Pc is a sirnp~~ Artinian ring. 
c.P=nA,AEC’(u)= (le,ft-ideals axial in the cmnplenzen t of T(o) ) . (T/W 
u is then a restricted quasi-prime kernel ~~nctor, (c$ [ 5 ] 1.) 
Proof. a. The left Ore condition yields Rs f T(o) for all s E G(P). For each s E G(P), 
p E P there exist s’ E G(P), r E R such that s’p = r’s, hence r’s E P with s E G(P). 
Thus&P. LRtP= Rpl + . . . + Rp,, let si, pi be such that SiPi = pis. Since u is sytn- 
metric Rs; contains an ideal (SF) with ST E G(P). The product J = ITi is in T(u) 
and JP C Ps hence s”P C Ps for some s” EJ n G(P). b. and c. follow easily from the 
fact that Pe is an ideal, which is maximal, since u is a T-functor (cf. also [5], (31) 
while C’(a) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of maximal eft ideals of 
Q, (0 
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3. Application to affk schemes 
From now on R will always be a left Noetherian prime ring. Put X = Spec R = 
{prime ideals of R ). In [4], an affine “scheme” structure was defined on X as fol- 
lows. For any ideal A of R, a Zariski open set XA , only depending on the radical of 
A, was given by XA = {p E X, P $) A }. Using the symmetric localization functor QA 
given by the symmetric uA with T(u~) = {B left ideal ofR containing An for some 
n > 0), a structure sheaf on X may be obtained by sticking QA (R) onto XA. The 
stalks 9 QA (R), the direct limit being taken over the A such that PE XA, corre- 
spond with the kernel functors sup(~~, P E XA } and these are exactly the kernel 
functors uR_p associated with m-systems R-P for some P E X. The localization of 
R with respect o CJ~_~ will be denoted by QR_p(R) and these are called the stalks 
of the sheaf. An open set XA is called a T-set if uA is a T-filnctor. If u~_~ has prop- 
erty (7’) then Q R-p(R) is a T-stalk. The following result, proved in [4], is of special 
interest: 
Proposition 10. Let XA be a T-set such that R is g/3 -perj&t, then XA is an ajflne 
scheme, in jtict XA = Spec QA (R). 
In general R is not uA -perfect for all uA . However, D.C. Murdoch pointed out 
to the author that a rather significant class of rings with that property is given by 
rings with Artin-Rees condition, i.e. if A, B are ideals of R then there is an n such 
that An n B C BA. The fact that Artin-Rees implies that every ideal is a u-ideal 
for every symmetric T-functor u is easily verified. It is not known to the author 
whether the Artin-Rees condition, which may be considered as a global condition, 
is equivalent to R being Us-perfect for every uA. 
Let CC A be ideals of R such that the Zariski-open sets Xc C XA are different 
sets and suppose that uA is a T-functor then, as a corollary to Proposition 3 we get 
that Q&Q, (R)) s Qc(R) and if uc has property (T’) then SO has UCe. 
Spec R is said to have a T-basis if there is a basis for the Zariski-topology consist- 
ing of T-sets. It has been shown that the sup of T-functors is a T-functor, hence tb.o 
existence of a T-basis implies that each stalk is a T-stalk. A T-set XA such that R is 
uA-perfect is called a geometric set (similar: geometric stalk etc.....). 
Proposition 6 yields that if Spec R has a geometric-basis then each stalk is a 
geometric stalk. 
If XA is geometric in Spec R then the correspondence between XA and Spec 
QA (R) is such that sub-T-sets of XA correspond one-to-one to T-sets in Spec 
QA (R) while geometric sets in XA correspond one-to-one to geometric sets in Spec 
QA (R). The proof of this is given in the following two theorems. 
Theorem 1 I. Let XA be a geometric set in X = Spec R. Arz open subset X, of& is 
a T-set ij’and onl~~ ij’ Xcc: is a T-set iu X’ = Spec QA (R). 
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hoof. First suppose that + is a T-set. Since R is left-Noetherian it will be sufficient 
to show that any L E i”(a& is a oCe-p ro’ective QA (R)-module. Let M' + M + 0 be J 
an exact sequence of ace -torsion free QA (R)-modules and let h : L + M be a given 
QA (R)-linear map. Since L Z) (Cey it follows that Lc + Cn or Lc E T(c). The re- 
striction h,: Cc + M is R-linear. Because the R-module structures in M and M' are 
induced via R + QA (R) it follows that M and M' are aCe- and also aC-torsion free. 
By oc-projectivity of Lc we may find a B E T(+), such that we have a commu ‘ative 
diagram of R-linear maps: 
B-Lc 
I I hc 
MI-M -0. 
Ii’L is proper then Lc & T(uA) hence B 4 T(uA). Property (7’) for UA implies that 
M and M' are uA -injective and thus h is defined by h, as follows: h (qa) = #z,(a), 
with a E Lc, q E QA (R). In the same way f’ extends to a well-defined QA @)-linear 
rnii!pfi Be +M’.Now BET@&T(uA) implies Be E T(uCe) and Be #QA(R);O~- 
viotely the following diagram is commutative: 
Be--- L 
I I f h 
M'- M-----+0, 
proving that L is +-projective. 
Conversely, suppose that uce has property (2’) and let M E M(R). Since Q#) 
is a @R)-module hence a QA (R)-module via QA (R)w _&(R), it is possible to ex- 
tend the R-linear M 7 Q&f') to a QA (R)-linear QA (AZ) 4 Q&M) (again by proper- 
ty (T) because Q&4’) is a,-faithfully injective). Obviously Ker i* = 
QA (u&M)) C uC(QA (M)). Action of Q,, on the exact sequence of QA (R)-modules: 
0 + Ker i* + Q&If) -+ Q&V’) -+ Q@)/Im i* + 0 
yields an exact sequence: 
0 + Qce (QA 0) + Qce QcO + 0 
because Im i* > i(M) and Q&f)/i(jll) is uC-torsion thus +-torsion as a QA CR)- 
module. But Q,,&(M) z Q&f) d erives directly from the fact that Q&J) is faih- 
fully oCe-injec tive; thus Qcc (QA (A#)) z Q&W). 
Now, 
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by property (7’) for oCe. 
Thus, Qce CQA 0) s Q&V @gA (~1 QA 00 (Proposition 3) 
s Q&O @QA (R) te, @I @RM). 
Finally, Q&W’) 2 Qc(R) @R M, yielding that uc is a T-functor. i‘he one-to-one 
correspondence b tween sub T-sets in XA and T-sets in X’ derives directly from the 
fact that XA fl Xcl = Xc where C’ = {r E R, Dr C C for some D E T(uJ}. Indeed, 
ifPE+ -Xc then P 3 C, P 53 C’ hence P 3 DC’ for some D E T(q ) but then 
P 3 D implies P 3 A and P 4 XA follows. 
Theorem 12. Let XA be a geometric set in X = Spec R. An open subset Xc C XA is 
geometric if and only if Xce is geometric in X’ = Spec QA (R). 
Proof. The foregoing theorem solves the problem concerning property (T). Suppose 
that XC is geometric, let B be an ideal of QA(R), B 4 T(u&. Contraction yields an 
ideal Bq = B n R which is a GA-ideal because Bee = B and B 4 T(o(,,) implies 
BC 4 T(q). Then, Qc(R)Bc is a proper ideal of Qc(R), hence for every D E T&) 
there exists a D’ E T(uc) such that D’BC C BCD entailing that (D’)eB C BE Since 
every ideal in T(u& is of the form De for some D E T(q) this yields the u&deal 
condition for B, thus X& is geometric. Conversely, if QA (R) is uce-perfect and if 
B is an ideal of R, then QA (R)B is an ideal of QA (R), hence Q,, (QA (R))B is an 
ided of Qce (QA (RN- m e isomorphism Qc(R) 2 Q,, (QA (R)), resulting from 
Proposition 3, @en finishes the proof. 
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